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are you trying to read qspi or spi?qspi memory is at 0x01000000..0x00ea0000 spi memory is at
0x01000000.0x00ea0000the easiest way to read it is with a spi debugger if there is one on the board or to write a

small serialeventdispatcheruse serialeventdispatcher and just enable writing to a file on the qspi
memorysomething like: writefile("\.\qspi.txt", 0x01000000);writing to spi is probably slightly trickier.

writefile("\.txt", 0x01000000, 1, true);writefile("\.txt", 0x20000000, 0, false); programming with spi is possible but i
don't know how to do it (how is that done at all?checking the devices' part numbers and this forum page will help
you: https://www.axonic.com/blog/mikroelektech-spi-drivers.html if that doesn't help you you will need to share

some flash memory information with me i was not able to get the j-link application to work with spiflash. i get the
error message: com.segger.jlink.application.applicationexception: com.spi.invalidtransactionif i remove the swd-
program and try to read/write the qspi flash i get:error! invalid media/device. this does not include the sd card. if

you know how to get around this, it would be greatly appreciated. software would be the entry device into the
application 5 february 2008: a few days before the launch of the hd-dvd format, the announcement was made that
the the hd-dvd format had died. you can see the images below. it looks as if the hd-dvd logo was not used for the

redesign. the obvious, and to me, the more interesting question is, why? this is a new category, in the age of
amazon and netflix. just adding a few extra days to the delivery would not have been that much of a challenge. i
think that it was also easier to let the game play out and the source data be used for a future release. i just read

on the internet, that billy holland has left for netflix. this is happening, according to the internet. billy was a bit of a
rebel when he was working at hddvd. kind of like christopher lloyd, who loved astronauts and space. update

(1/8/08) a shorter version of this story appeared in the digital book world . it concluded with the words: "to be
honest, this looks pretty much like a re-design. what do you think?". this answer was not in the hd-dvd version of

the article.
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Tried to flash RA6M5 the best code I can find for this cart is
the one I downloaded from opendns. They have a version
for both 2.2.1 and 2.2.0. I flashed one of them up to 2.2.1

when the builder of the firmware (i.e. the original creator of
the code) did not answer me in the beginning of August,
where as the other version was from the end of July, and
was a.hex file. The read and write opcodes were CRZWR
and CRZRD (I guess the USB flash on my computer was

defective) so I just made those two opcodes match. I had no
problem with the flashing (after) the opcodes changed to

CRZWR and CRZRD. I also had the factory reset program in
the Flight Programmer to clear the flash after flashing. I did

not see the SIM chip logo on the display, but when I
removed the SIM card and pressed the reset button, the

factory reset program did it's work. I do not have the
original screw for the display and do not want to mess with
it unless I really have to as it is working at least not thinking
about redoing the work again. I also did not have to unplug
and plug in the USB on the Sim just to reboot the RC. I will

try more firmware today. Two words, Thank you, and Kudos
to the firmware creator, I did not have the highest ratings
for the Controller, but after this mission I thought I could

hold my head up high and go on. Once again, thank you. I
was able to contact the firmware creator, he said if I had a

problem with the code that I like to fix it. Not that you would
fix it for me. Are you sure I am the only one with this

problem, maybe you guys think i am crazy. :-))) Ive flashed
all my TIBS (4), now just need to get this "Lite" version to

work...I have been using my little CA650 IR Loader but that
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doesnt have a PIN lock option. The TIBS+5U, Telesoft 5000,
and Taranis x9d+ SE can all read/write the program and the
internal flash chip too. The CA650 just cant! lol 5ec8ef588b
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